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Abstract

This is a set of review questions for the upcoming midterm exam on June 21, 2018. These
questions are on the material covered from chapters 1 – 5, 16, and some of 17. The questions
that are in this review are very similar in style and difficulty to those that will be on the actual
midterm. It will not be important to memorize “numbers” for the exam (the mass of the Earth,
for example), but to know important definitions and to understand why things happen.

1. Quantum mechanics is the study of:

(a) Things that are large

(b) Things that are small

(c) Things that are fast

(d) Things with a large mass

2. General Relativity is the study of:

(a) Things that are large

(b) Things that are small

(c) Things that are fast

(d) Things with a large mass

3. Protons and neutrons are built from which elementary particles?

(a) Leptons

(b) Quarks

(c) Photons

(d) Bosons

4. A photon is:

(a) The quantum mechanical description of light

(b) The classical description of light

(c) The quantum mechanical description of heat

(d) The classical description of heat
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5. The energy of a photon depends upon:

(a) The speed of the photon

(b) The mass of the photon

(c) The frequency of the photon

(d) None of the above

6. Uranium-238, 238
92 U, decays via α emission. What would the daughter nucleus of this α decay

be?

(a) 238
93 Np

(b) 238
91 Pa

(c) 234
90 Th

(d) 242
94 Pu

7. Consider four particles, A, B, C, and D, each with a respective mass of mA = 15 GeV,
mB = 14 GeV, mC = 1 GeV, and mD = 0.5 GeV. Given these masses, which of the following
particle processes would be energetically favorable? Note: 1 GeV is 1 billion eV.

(a) A → B + C +D

(b) A+ C → B +D

(c) B + C → A+D

(d) C +D → A+B

8. Which of the following particle processes cannot occur because it violates charge conservation?

(a) π+ → µ+ + νµ

(b) Σ+ → π0 + p+

(c) n+ e− → p+

(d) p+ + e− → n

9. As the temperature of a blackbody rises,

(a) It becomes bluer and dimmer

(b) It becomes bluer and brighter

(c) It becomes redder and dimmer

(d) It becomes redder and brighter

10. The emission of blackbodies is:

(a) Only in the visible part of the spectrum

(b) Discrete, so that only light of specific frequencies are emitted

(c) Continuous across the entire spectrum

(d) It depends on the temperature of the blackbody
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11. The combining of two light nuclei to form a heavy nucleus is called:

(a) Alpha decay

(b) Beta decay

(c) Fission

(d) Fusion

12. Referencing the figure above, Uranium-235 can undergo which of the following nuclear reac-
tions?

(a) Fusion into Ba-141

(b) Fission into Ba-141

(c) Fusion into U-238

(d) Fission into U-238

13. In a simple gas, like atomic hydrogen, the emission spectrum of the gas is produced by:

(a) Electrons jumping from a low orbital to a high orbital

(b) Electrons dropping from a high orbital to a low orbital

(c) The atom reducing its vibrational energy

(d) The atom reducing its rotational energy

14. An electron in hydrogen moves from an orbital with an energy of −13.6 eV to an orbital with
an energy of −3.4 eV. Which of the following is true?

(a) A photon must be absorbed with an energy of 10.2 eV

(b) A photon must be absorbed with an energy of 13.6 eV

(c) A photon must be emitted with an energy of 10.2 eV

(d) A photon must be emitted with an energy of 13.6 eV
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15. The above figure shows the emission spectra of two different chemical elements. If each
emission spectrum is produced by only a single chemical element, which of the following is
probably true?

(a) Figure (a) is the emission of a molecule while figure (b) is the emission of an atom

(b) Figure (a) is the emission of an atom while figure (b) is the emission of a molecule

(c) They’re both emissions from atoms

(d) It’s impossible to make any sort of educated guess

16. Spectroscopy is the study of:

(a) The spectrum of light

(b) The polarization of light

(c) Un-altered light

(d) Gravitational waves

17. A CCD chip in the camera of a telescope can determine the color of light on its own.

(a) True

(b) Flase

18. Which spectral lines are emitted by a gas depends upon:

(a) Temperature

(b) Line-of-sight speed

(c) Rotational motion

(d) Chemical composition

19. The brightness of light emitted by a gas depends upon:

(a) Temperature

(b) Line-of-sight speed

(c) Rotational motion

(d) Chemical composition
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20. Broadening of the spectral lines emitted by a gas depends upon:

(a) Temperature

(b) Line-of-sight speed

(c) Rotational motion

(d) Chemical composition

21. The star Vega is significantly hotter than the Sun (about 1.5 times the temperature). What
color should we expect Vega to be?

(a) Red

(b) Yellow

(c) White

(d) Blue

22. An Earth-bound telescope can make observations in which portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum? Above I’ve included the absorption spectrum of the Earth’s atmosphere.

(a) X-ray, UV, and microwave

(b) Visible and IR

(c) Visible, IR, and radiowave

(d) The entire electromagnetic spectrum

23. Which type of telescope must physically be the largest?

(a) A γ-ray telescope

(b) An X-ray telescope

(c) An optical telescope

(d) A radio telescope

24. The majority of telescopes I’ve used in research have had a mirror with a diameter of 1m.
Last year, I was able to use a telescope that had a mirror with a diameter of 10m. How much
more powerful is this telescope than my usual 1m telescopes?

(a) It has the same resolving power

(b) It has
√

10 times the resolving power

(c) It has 10 times the resolving power

(d) It has 100 times the resolving power
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25. Rank the order of the zones of the Sun, from inner-most to outer-most.

(a) Core, convection zone, radiation zone, atmosphere

(b) Radiation zone, core, convection zone, atmosphere

(c) Core, radiation zone, convection zone, atmosphere

(d) Core, radiation zone, atmosphere, convection zone

26. The light we see from the Sun comes from which region?

(a) The core

(b) The radiation zone

(c) The convection zone

(d) The photosphere

27. As compared to the atmosphere, in the radiation zone:

(a) The temperature is higher and the light is bluer

(b) The temperature is lower and the light is bluer

(c) The temperature is higher and the light is redder

(d) The temperature is lower and the light is redder

28. The Sun is mainly composed of:

(a) Hydrogen

(b) Helium

(c) Carbon/Oxygen

(d) Iron

29. Every characteristic about a star is controlled by:

(a) The star’s temperature

(b) The star’s mass

(c) The star’s radius

(d) The star’s class

30. Large mass stars, as compared to low mass stars, will:

(a) Live fast and die gently

(b) Live fast and die violently

(c) Live slowly and die gently

(d) Live slowly and die violently
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31. After a star’s core has run out of hydrogen, what must happen in order for the star to be
able to burn the helium ash left in the core? Assume the star is close to the mass of the Sun.

(a) The star must expand to great size, but the core can remain unchanged

(b) The star must expand to great size along with the core

(c) The star must expand to great size while the core must compress to very small size

(d) The star remains unchanged and is able to burn helium right away.

32. A main-sequence star reaches equilibrium when:

(a) Inward thermal pressure balances outward gravitational pressure

(b) Inward gravitational pressure balances outward thermal pressure

(c) Inward gravitational pressure balances outward radiation pressure

(d) Inward radiation pressure balances outward fusion pressure

33. To determine the motion of a star relative to us, we need to measure:

(a) Translational speed with the Doppler effect and line-of-sight speed with parallax

(b) Both translation and line-of-sight speed with the Doppler effect

(c) Translational speed with parallax and line-of-sight speed with the Doppler effect

(d) Both translational and line-of-sight speed with the Doppler effect

34. The best way to determine the temperature of a star is by:

(a) Looking at the wavelength of the peak, which depends on temperature

(b) Classifying the star by spectrum

(c) Using the Doppler effect by looking for line-shifts in its emission spectrum

(d) Using the Stefan-Boltzmann law to relate the overall brightness of the star to its tem-
perature.

35. As the temperature of a star increases:

(a) Its radius and luminosity both increase

(b) Its radius increases but its luminosity decreases

(c) Its radius decreases but its luminosity increases

(d) Both its radius and luminosity decrease

36. A star will eventually become:

(a) A white dwarf

(b) A neutron star

(c) A black hole

(d) A star could become any of these
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37. As a star runs out of hydrogen at its core and becomes a red giant, it should move from the
main sequence:

(a) Up and to the right on an HR diagram

(b) Up and to the left on an HR diagram

(c) Down and to the right on an HR diagram

(d) Down and to the left on and HR diagram

38. As compared to main-sequence stars, white dwarfs are typically:

(a) Hotter and brighter

(b) Hotter and dimmer

(c) Colder and brighter

(d) Colder and dimmer

39. Typically, with hotter stars, the spectra your are likely to see will have

(a) More atomic lines than molecular lines

(b) More molecular lines than atomic lines

(c) Roughly equal molecular and atomic lines

(d) It depends on the star

40. You want to measure the distance to a nearby galaxy by measuring the distance to a star
within that galaxy. Which method from the cosmic distance ladder above should you use?
Note: The distance to Andromeda, a nearby galaxy, is about 800,000 pc.

(a) Spectroscopic parallax

(b) Variable stars

(c) Supernovae

(d) Hubble’s law
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